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Product PW10

Coverage 10 sqm/l

Tools Paintbrush, pad, cloth

Procedure

Caution

PROTECTION ON 6 SIDES: Carefully clean both sides of
the tile or slab, removing any dust and residues. Check
that the surface is dry and free from damp. Apply one coat
of PW10 using an airless spray pump or flat brush,
spreading the solution evenly on all sides of the material
an avoiding any surface pooling.The product can also be
applied by immersing the material in it for roughly 30
seconds. Product residues must be removed by dabbing
the material with a cloth, to avoid pooling of the product
on the surface.

Do not apply the product to the front of the material if the
surface is polished. It is good practice to check with the
manufacturer the glue suitable for the use of the material.

Pre treatment
Before the installation we suggest to proceed with the application of PW10, a pre fixing
efflorescence - blocking protector, natural effect, water based and voc free. The product stops
contaminants rising up from the substrate to the material surface (salts, tannin, oxides etc.),
preventing the formation of streaks and/or stains. It does not form a surface film and it allows
treated material to breathe. It does not alter the adhesive and grouting adhesion (UNI EN 1348 -
2009 E ASTM C482 - 02 R-2009). The product has to be used before the installation of the tiles. It
has to be applied on 5 sides: on the back and on the edges of the material. It can be applied on 5
sides (back and ribs) or on 6 sides (back, ribs and front).
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Introduction and purpose of this paper

The purpose of this Method Declaration is to explain the uses, methods of application of FILA
products, and the tools necessary for the best ordinary maintenance (every day) and
extraordinary maintenance (periodically as needed). These instructions are for the natural
stone of Trani to preserve the long-term appearance of the material.



Initial Cleaning

The initial cleaning allows you to remove debris and construction dirt. To facilitate this
operation it is recommended to remove as much as possible the fresh stucco sponge well
the area during laying with clean water. Always try it before use.

Antistains Protection
After the cleaning, when the surface is dry. we suggest to proceed with the application of a water
base anti stain sealer. It will reduce the absorption of water and non acid staining agents without
changing the look of the tiles.

Product MP90ECO  XTREME

Coverage 1 liter, 15 mq

Tools Cloth, brush, paper towel.

Procedure Using a paintbrush, apply the product evenly and continually to a clean
dry surface. Wait 15 minutes, then remove any residues with a cloth.
Wait 4 hours before walking on the surface and 24 hours before wetting
it.

Carry out a patch test on a small surface area to check for any changes in 
colour. It does not protect against acids. 

Product CLEANER PRO

Coverage Diluted 1:30 - 40 mq/L

Tools Brush, pad, cloth, rotary machine, aqua vac

Procedure Dilute the product in water at ratio 1:30. Apply to the floor and leave it to
work for 5 minutes. Ther rub the surface with an abrasive sponge or with
a brush Collect the residues and rinse with water.
In case of vertical surfaces, wet a sponge with the solution. Spread it on
the wall and leave it to act for 5 minutes. Then work the surface with an
abrasive sponge, collect the residues and rinse with water.
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Finishing wax for interiors
The wax allows facilitates maintenance operations and modifies the surface finish. In this case, FILA
proposes the application of 3 different types of waxes, to be chosen according to the appearance
you want to give to the surface.

CLASSIC (Glossy effect);
SATIN (Satin effect);
MATT (Matt effect).

The wax should be spread on a dry floor using a spandicera fleece. Wait an hour and then proceed
with the application of the second coat of product in the transverse direction to the first. Wait an
hour then, in the case of CLASSIC and SATIN, proceed with polishing with wool cloth or polishing
machine. Every 2-3 months it is essential to apply a coat of diluted product to keep the waxy layer
in good condition. Then pour 500 ml of wax into 5 liters of water, apply to the surface and let it dry.
Then, if necessary, polish. Remember that the wax is sensitive to water so can not be used outdoors
or in places where there is water stagnation.
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Ordinary Maintenance
In order to carry out correct routine maintenance, we recommend that you always use neutral
detergents. These, properly used, allow you to clean the area without damaging or fattening it. We
recommend washing at least weekly in order to avoid important organic build-up.
In case of floors, we suggest to use CLEANER PRO.

Product CLEANER  PRO

Coverage Diluted 1:200 - 1500 mq/l

Tools Cloth, mop

Procedure Dilute 3 caps of product in 5 liters of water; Impregnate a cloth with the
solution, wring it and pass it on the surface. Leave to dry. At this
dilution it is possible to use a washer-dryer machine.
In case of tops, we suggest the use of BRIO.



Extraordinary Cleaning
In case of important organic deposits or extraordinary dirt, we suggest washing with PS87
PRO, diluted 1:10. Do not use of waxed floors.

Extraordinary Cleaning
In case of stubborn dirt on the floor and top, we recommend CLEANER PRO.

Product PS87  PRO

Coverage Diluted 1:10 - 40mq/l

Tools Brush, pad, cloth, rotary machine, aqua vac

Procedure Dilute the product in water at ratio 1:10. Apply to the floor and leave it
to work for 5 minutes. Ther rub the surface with an abrasive sponge
or with a brush Collect the residues and rinse with water.

Product CLEANER PRO

Coverage Diluted 1:30 - 40 mq/L

Tools Brush, pad, cloth, rotary machine, aqua vac

Procedure Dilute the product in water at ratio 1:30. Apply to the floor and leave
it to work for 5 minutes. Ther rub the surface with an abrasive
sponge or with a brush Collect the residues and rinse with water.
In case of vertical surfaces, wet a sponge with the solution. Spread it
on the wall and leave it to act for 5 minutes. Then work the surface
with an abrasive sponge, collect the residues and rinse with water.
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Instructions for use and application of the product we suggest are the outcome of precise verifications that have been carried out in our laboratories. Nevertheless there

are some elements we can’t control: condition of the surface before the treatment, characteristics/surface finishing of the material which are particularly rare or not

specified, environment conditions. Therefore we always recommend to try first the products on a little portion of the floor. FILA S.p.A. guarantees the quality of its

product but does not take on responsibility for an incorrect use of them.

Precautions
It is not recommended to use acid-based detergents, degreasing detergents (with
alkaline pH) or extremely abrasive tools for the ordinary maintenance.

if it is absolutely necessary to use acid or basic products, contact the supplier of the
material in order to know if it is possible to apply those substances.

For exceptionally dirty areas or stains, contact FILA technical assistance  
technicalassistance@filasolutions.com

Stain Removers 
In case of particularly stubborn stains, FILA invites you to use these stain removers. .
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MATERIAL: Pietra di Trani

FINISH: Matt

Description of material: The pietra di Trani a carbonate rock extracted in Puglia. The
particular geomorphological and physical-mechanical characteristics of the material,
combined with a pleasant variety of delicate ivory and pearly tones, have led to its
widespread use from the earliest times until today. The Trani stone originates from the
sedimentation of fine-grained scales with a beige havana color with stylolites. It presents
from the calcareous algae between the various layers of sedimentation (stylites).
Chemically it is composed of dolomitized calcium carbonate (CaCO3); it also has a series
of micritic furry micritic slightly turbid cemented with micrite and a more limpid
microsparity. The crystals are rhombohedral and are dispersed within the calcium
carbonate of the rock.

Characteristics: The material has great stone advantages such as durability, natural
resistance to weight and atmospheric agents, ease of installation, and extreme
biocompatibility. In addition, its particular chemical composition leads to reduce
yellowing over time. The unique physical and mechanical characteristics in terms of
consistency and compactness, combined with excellent ease of processing, chromatic
brilliance, and the high persistence of polishing over time, have allowed the material to
be used for high-level realizations, both structural and decorative, and aesthetic.

Causes of degradations: The degradation phenomena that occur on this can be
chemical, physical, and biological. It is also sensitive to oily spots, which is why it
must also be protected from organic substances (oil, coffee). Because of the
chemical composition, it is sensitive to acidic and alkaline agents that can corrode
the surface.
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